
C OL L E CT IO N B RO CH UR E



Unique. Beautiful.
Works of Art.



Founded in 1975, Edelweiss is a
boutique, family owned, British piano
builder.

United behind our vision to bring the joy
of live music, art and luxury into the
homes of music lovers, all over the
world, we believe Edelweiss adds the
fourth dimension to every luxury
interior, and that when combined with
unique art and bespoke design, is the
most powerful way to express your
unique personality.

Having taken the piano and reinvented
it for those that don’t play, and made it
better for those that do, this collection
is a showcase of just some of what can
be achieved with an Edelweiss.

Your journey starts right here, and
concludes once the very best
craftsmanship, exceptional materials
and piano know-how have come
together to create your exclusive,
individually hand-crafted piano.

Welcome to the Designer Collection.

For more piano images, specification
sheets and further details viewour
complete range online using the QR
code.

www.edelweisspianos.com

WELCOME



When you purchase an EDELWEISS
Piano you enter a whole newworld of
musical art and entertainment.

The unique blend of modern
technology, exceptional piano
craftsmanship, entertainment and
design includes you in an ever growing
family of piano lovers that purchase from
our brand time and time again.

EDELWEISS Pianos are reinventing the
piano, for pianists, for art lovers, for
collectors, for entertainers, and for
everyone who enjoys music.

With every Edelweiss we promise a
unique, beautiful work of art and an
exceptional concert quality musical
experience.

We are the British family owned
company that reinvented the piano.

Every piano order comes with:

• A certificate of authenticity

• A dedicated iPad to control your self-play via
our MyEdelweiss app

• A starting library of 1,000 tracks, with the
option to purchase more

• A matching stool

• Access to TotalCare piano maintenance and
tuning services

• Dedicated white glove delivery and
installation, available internationally

All pianos are available without Self-Play,
reducing the price by £9,000.

In addition to our collection range we also offer
a retrofit service for our unique Virtuoso Self-
Play system. View our retrofit page in this
brochure for more information.

THE EDELWEISS
PROMISE



Dimensions:
Length: 168cm,
Width: 146cm,
Height: 169cm

Available from £79,995
(includes VAT @20%)

THE
T R AN S PA R E N T F LÜ G E L

Take a classic design and clad it in clear
acrylic and it takes on a whole new
dimension.

Depending on how you choose to style it,
the see-through qualities enable it to
beautifully compliment any interior or
alternatively be the stunning
centrepiece.

The high quality tonal interior parts –
your guarantee of the outstanding
EDELWEISS performance - are clearly
visible within.

Available in different colour schemes, it
also comes with fully integrated LED
lighting which can sync in time with the
music should you really want it to come
to life.





221 strings. 85 notes. 10 colours. 3
styles. 2 veneers. 1 stunning musical
masterpiece.

Welcome to the ELMER. An eclectic
mix of cleff, deco and contemporary
style legs support the semi-circular
Sygnet form, with the single
transparent butterflywing adding an
exquisite touch to this unique
statement piece.

An iconic musical art creation.

Dimensions:
Length: 132cm,
Width: 150cm,
Height: 148cm

Available from £74,647
(includes VAT @20%)

THE ELMER





THE CLASSIC
FLÜGEL

Dimensions (G66):
Length: 168cm,
Width: 146cm,
Height: 169cm

Dimensions (G75):
Length: 190cm,
Width: 151cm,
Height: 173cm

Available from £51.393
(includes VAT @20%)

The Flügel G66 is a boudoir grand with
elegant classical styling tastefully
enhanced by the careful addition of
colour creating an alluring design
statement. It is also long enough to
have a tail giving it that majestic longer
grand look.

This piano is a favourite with musicians
for its beautiful sonorous tone and lively
responsive touch.

Shown here in Black & Gold, it is also
available in other colour combinations
and the larger G75 size.





Based on the Flügel G66, take this
classic piano design and add some
geometrical forms to it to create an
entirely new form of classic.

The MODA gives you the ability to be as
different as you want to be, yet still keep
that link with tradition. Various special
colour schemes and options are
available uniquely with this design.

It is shown here in the classic Black &
White and also with the optional
chequerboard lid.

Dimensions:
Length: 168cm,
Width: 146cm,
Height: 169cm

Available from £69,393
(includes VAT @20%)

THEMODA





Revealing the unseeable, the
Transparent Upright U49, is a beautiful,
fully working, work of art – as with the
Transparent Flugel it has the unique
ability to blend almost invisibly into any
interior or alternatively be the hero.

The ability to see exactly what happens
when a key is pressed is a particularly
intriguing feature.

Available in different colour schemes. It
also comes with fully integrated LED
lighting.

Dimensions:
Length: 73cm,
Width: 154cm,
Height: 128cm

Available from £40,693
(includes VAT @20%)

THE
TRANSPARENT UPRIGHT





The world’s smallest baby grand piano,
the G52 Sygnet is unique to EDELWEISS.

A perfect fit for smaller spaces such as
penthouses, yachts and apartments, this
semi-circular classic design can be
customised with different colour palettes.

Dimensions:
Length: 127cm,
Width: 138cm,
Height: 148cm

Available from £40,647
(includes VAT @20%)

THE SYGNET





Emphasizing the clean square lines of
this beautifully proportioned upright, the
attractive, slim, minimalistic style of The
Deco create a distinct statement which
justifies its endearing popularity.

Available in a variety of different finishes
to perfectly complement your interior

Dimensions:
Length: 62cm,
Width: 151cm,
Height: 120cm

Available from £30,795
(includes VAT @20%)

THE
DECO UPRIGHT





Design your own unique Edelweiss piano
with our online configurator.

Choose your style, leg design, finish
and colour ways along with hardware
and optional extras. Receive an
immediate price quote in your
preferred currency and images of
your design.

Looking for something to match your
interior? We can add custom colours
and patterns to our configurator.
Speak to our studio formore
information at
studio@edelweisspianos.com

View our piano configurator at
configure.edelweisspianos.com or scan
the QR code for instant access.

CONFIGURE IT
YOURWAY

Featuring our 2022-23 colours

https://configure.edelweisspianos.com


Every Edelweiss Piano is equipped with
our unique Virtuoso Self-Play system and
comes accompanied with a dedicated iPad
and access to the MyEdelweiss app.

The Virtuoso system itself can be fitted to
any piano, regardless of make or model.
What makes our Self-Play installation so
unique is the ability to convert your piano
into a concert ready instrument.

Our retrofit service brings a superior musical
experience to any piano design or make,
regardless of age.

Learn more about our retrofit services.

THE EDELWEISS VIRTUOSO
SELF-PLAY SYSTEM



And it doesn’t have to be a new-
built piano. The unique REBORN
by EDELWEISS rework your
cherish piano into a brand new
masterpiece created exclusively
for your interior.

Whether you have a family
heirloom you would like
redesigning for your interior or
would like us to source a renown
piano brand and customize the
design we can assist.

Speak to our studio about
bespoke and reborn projects at
studio@edelweisspianos.com

Design service fee applies.
Prices start from £150,000.

EDELWEISS STUDIO is an exclusive
design service in partnership with our
resident designer Goldfinch.

Our internal design team are able to
make your dreams come true by
engineering and creating a truly
bespoke work of art in both structure
and finish.

From crystals to hand carved art cases,
the possibilities are endless. Our
specialist finishes include liquid metal,
marquetry and eco friendly options.

Design service fee applies. Prices start
from £150,000.

EDELWEISS
The Studio



VISIT US

EDELWEISS Pianos main workshop
and showroom is based in
Cambridgeshire.

To book a tour please call
+44 (0) 1223 881691.

Workshop tours are also
available as virtual appointments.

Main Showroom andWorkshop:
Edelweiss Pianos / 1066 Group
20-24 Pierce Lane,
Fulbourn,
Cambridge, CB21 5DL,
UK

Orders and enquiries can be emailed
to sales@edelweisspianos.com

View ourwebsite for further
information and to see our latest
stockists worldwide at
edelweisspianos.com/showrooms

Request your free Floorplan today.
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